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This special Windows-oriented edition of the classic DNS and BIND is a guide to one of the Internet's fundamental building blocks: the distributed host information database responsible for translating names into addresses, routing mail, and many other services. Covers server setup and maintenance along with Windows-specific topics like integration between DNS and Active Directory, conversion from BIND to the Microsoft DNS server, and registry settings.

Our aim with this book is to help remedy this situation. We realize that not all of you have the time or the desire to become DNS experts. Most of you, after all, have plenty to do besides managing your zones and name servers: system administration, network engineering, or software development. It takes an awfully big institution to devote a whole person to DNS. We'll try to give you enough information to allow you to do what you need to do, whether that's running a small zone or managing a multinational monstrosity, tending a single name server or shepherding a hundred of them. Read as much as you need to know now, and come back later if you need to know more. 

DNS is a big topic—big enough to require two authors, anyway—but we've tried to present it as sensibly and understandably as possible. The first two chapters give you a good theoretical overview and enough practical information to get by, and later chapters fill in the nitty-gritty details. We provide a roadmap up front to suggest a path through the book appropriate for your job or interest. 

When we talk about actual DNS software, we'll concentrate on the Microsoft DNS Server, which is a popular implementation of the DNS specs included in Windows 2000 Server (and Windows NT Server 4.0 before it). We've tried to distill our experience in managing and maintaining zones into this book (One of our zones, incidentally, was once one of the largest on the Internet, but that was a long time ago.)  

We hope that this book will help you get acquainted with DNS on Windows 2000 if you're just starting out, refine your understanding if you're already familiar with it, and provide valuable insight and experience even if you know it like the back of your hand. 
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Development of Multimodal Interfaces: Active Listening and Synchrony: Second COST 2102 International Training SchoolSpringer, 2010


	This volume brings together, through a peer-revision process, the advanced research

	results obtained by the European COST Action 2102: Cross-Modal Analysis of Verbal

	and Nonverbal Communication, primarily discussed for the first time at the Second

	COST 2102 International Training School on “Development of Multimodal...
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Enterprise Service BusO'Reilly, 2004
Enterprise Service Bus provides an  architectural overview of the ESB, showing how it can bring  the task of integration of enterprise applications and  services built on J2EE, .NET, C/C++, and other legacy  environments into the reach of the everyday IT professional,  using an event-driven Service-Oriented...
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Microsoft Sql Server 2012 Master Data Services 2/EMcGraw-Hill, 2012

	
		Publisher's Note: Products purchased from Third Party sellers are not guaranteed by the publisher for quality, authenticity, or access to any online entitlements included with the product.

	Deploy and Maintain an Integrated MDS Architecture

	
		Harness your master data and grow revenue while reducing...
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The Real MCTS/MCITP Exam 70-647 Prep Kit: Independent and Complete Self-Paced SolutionsSyngress Publishing, 2008
Independent and unbiased self-paced study with fully integrated book, practice exams, and e-learning modules.     

       This exam is designed to validate skills as a Windows Server 2008 Enterprise Administrator. This exam will fulfill the Windows Server 2008 IT Professional requirements of Exam 70-647.

The Microsoft...
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The Complete New ManagerMcGraw-Hill, 2010

	Tackle every management challenge with skill and confidence!


	Managers are faced with a variety of challenges every day. There are decisions to make, conflicts to resolve, and strategies to implement, among many other responsibilities. As a new manager you need to build the skills necessary for tackling problems head-on.
...
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Governing Immigration Through Crime: A ReaderStanford Social Sciences, 2013

	In the United States, immigration is generally seen as a law and order issue. Amidst increasing anti-immigrant sentiment, unauthorized migrants have been cast as lawbreakers. Governing Immigration Through Crime offers a comprehensive and accessible introduction to the use of crime and punishment to manage undocumented immigrants....
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